PROTECTIVE GEAR FOR WOMEN
15 CAL LADIES ARC SUIT

FEATURES

CODE: DWL-ARC15
- ATPV 15 cal/cm²
- Dromex A.P.T. Fabric - 88% Cotton, 12% Nylon, 305gsm
- Flame retardant throughout
- YKK Concealed brass zips on jacket & pants
- Flame retardant Velcro closures
- Full triple needle topstitched garment
- Flame retardant rib knitted cuffing
- Three jacket pockets with mitred flap & flame retardant Velcro closure & side swing pockets on pants
- 50mm Flame retardant reflective tape on arms & legs

PRODUCT RATING
- IEC 61482-1-1
- IEC 61482-1-2
- NFPA 2112
- NFPA 70E
- SANS 724
- SANS 434:2018
- ASTM F1959
- ASTM F2621-12
- EN 11611:2015
- EN 11612:2015
- EN 61482-1-2:2014

COMPOSITION
- 305gsm Dromex A.P.T Fabric
- 88% Cotton, 12% Nylon
- Flame Retardant Thread

SUITABLE FOR USE IN
- Substations & switch rooms
- Utilities & power generators
- Industrial electrical maintenance & installations
- Mining, chemical & refineries
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NOAH LADIES ACID FLAME CONTI SUIT

FEATURES
CODE: DWL-ARC15
- NOAH acid resistant and flame retardant conti suit.
- Manufactured in reference to SANS 434,
- brass YKK zipper,
- breast pocket with flap and press stud to close,
- front jacket pockets,
- Elasticated cuffs,
- fully posted (triple stitched),
- all stress seams are bar-tacked,
- double stitched pockets,
- full swing side trouser pockets,
- ruler pocket on trouser,
- press stud above zip below collar on jacket,
- extended sleeve length & jacket length to accommodate for industrial wash cotton shrinkage,
- 50mm flame silver reflective tape around both arms, strips on both breasts, both legs and a line on the back.

FABRIC
- CS59 W8 (Flame Retardant & Acid Resistant Finish) is compliant to the requirements of type D56 of Part 4 on SANS 1387:2017 Standard. CS59 Complies to test requirements given in EN 13034 and when tested in accordance with ISO 6530 and classified as per EN 14325 meets class 3 level.

TRIMS
- All sabs compliant
- The garment is manufactured to sizes which exceed SABS 434, so that when the fabric shrinks, it shrinks into size on the arms, legs and length of the jacket.

APPLICATION
For use predominantly in areas where chemical substances and open flames are present.
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SAHARA LADIES BUTTON FRONT CONTI SUIT

SAHARA LADIES PV ACID CONTI SUIT

SAHARA ladies cut 100% cotton J54 or D59 conti suit.
• Flares around bust & hips with side slits,
• Brass YKK zipper,
• Breast pocket with flap and press stud to close,
• Slanted side jacket pockets,
• Fully posted (triple stitched),
• All stress seams are bar tacked,
• Double stitched pockets,
• Deep swing side trouser pockets,
• Ruler pocket on trouser,
• Ribbed cuffed sleeve,
• Adjustable button waist
• 50mm pink/silver reflective tape around both arms, both upper legs, 20 x 20 cm cross on back, 10cm above each breast

SAHARA ladies cut polyviscose acid conti suit.
• Flares around bust & hips with side slits,
• Brass YKK zipper,
• Breast pocket with flap and press stud to close,
• Slanted side jacket pockets,
• Fully posted (triple stitched),
• All stress seams are bar tacked,
• Double stitched pockets,
• Deep swing side trouser pockets,
• Ruler pocket on trouser, button cuffed sleeve,
• Adjustable button waist
• 50mm pink/silver reflective tape around both arms, both upper legs, 20 x 20 cm cross on back, 10cm above each breast
**SAHARA LADIES DRAWSTRING CONTI SUIT**

SAHARA ladies cut 100% cotton J54 or D59 conti suit.
- Flares around bust & hips with side slits,
- Brass YKK zipper,
- Breast pocket with flap and press stud to close,
- Slanted side jacket pockets,
- Fully posted (triple stitched),
- All stress seams are bar tacked,
- Double stitched pockets,
- Deep swing side trouser pockets,
- Ruler pocket on trouser,
- Ribbed cuffed sleeve,
- Elasticated waist with drawstring to accommodate for pregnancy

**FITTING INSTRUCTIONS**

Make sure drawstring is tied tightly, once tied, tuck drawstring inside trouser

**SAHARA LADIES BOILER SUIT**

SAHARA ladies cut J54 or D59 boiler suit.
- Concealed button front with flap and press stud close,
- Brass YKK zip adjustable sides,
- Brass YKK back horizontal zip off feature,
- Ladies cut adjustable button waist,
- 2 breast pockets with press stud to close,
- Ribbed cuffs, swing side pockets,
- Ruler pocket,
- Fully posted (triple stitched),
- All stress seams are bar tacked,
- 50mm pink silver reflective tape around both arms, both legs, 10cm strip above each breast pocket and a 30cm line on the back
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SAHARA LADIES ANGLO CONTI SUIT

SAHARA ladies Anglo 100% cotton J54 or D59 conti suit.
- Flares around bust & hips with side slits,
- Brass YKK zipper,
- Breast pocket with zip,
- Slanted side jacket pockets,
- Fully posted (triple stitched),
- All stress seams are bar tacked,
- Double stitched pockets,
- Deep swing side trouser pockets,
- Ruler pocket on trouser,
- Ribbed cuffed sleeve,
- Adjustable button waist.
- 25mm silver reflective tape around both arms, both upper legs, 20 x 20 cm cross on back, 10cm above each breast
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SAHARA LADIES TWO TONE WORKSHIRT

- SAHARA ladies cut long sleeve winter and summer work shirts
  - 100% cotton shirting fabric
  - Button down
  - Mesh vent inner back with vent (summer shirt with vents - winter shirts without vents)
  - Hi glow industrial wash reflective tape
  - Tape around both arms, front waist, back shoulder to waist in x form, over each breast pocket

SAHARA MATERNITY WORKSHIRT

- 100% cotton or J54
- Cargo pockets
- Side entry pockets
- Back pockets with button down flap
- Ladies cut
- Navy blue
- Minimum order qty's apply
- Reflective tape optional

SAHARA LADIES CARGO PANTS
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**WATT TWO TONE SHORT SLEEVE GOLF SHIRT**

- Two tone golf shirt 180gsm poly cotton (RWPCON).
- Standard wash ts50 silver tape.
- Level 1 garment
- 180gsm poly/cotton 50/50 pique knitted fabric (RWPCON) on the inside for comfort and 100% polyester on the outside for colour conforming to the en471 and sans 50471 standard. Day glow orange top with navy blue bottom.

**150G POLY COTTON SAFETY T-SHIRT C/W TAPE**

- Double-needle finish with durability
- Reflective tape on both front and back of sleeves and chest to provide maximum visibility
- High-visibility tape
- Hot pink is a new colourway
- 150g 65/35 poly cotton single jersey fabric
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SAHARA Ladies Bootleg 8.5 ounce stretch indigo denim jeans

- Industrial wash
- Posted inner leg
- Deeper pocket
- Rust less rivets
- Oxidized YKK zipper
- Extra length to accommodate all users

Reflective tape can be added upon request

SAHARA Ladies Straight Leg 8.5 ounce stretch indigo denim jeans

- Industrial wash
- Posted inner leg
- Deeper pocket
- Rust less rivets
- Oxidized YKK zipper
- Extra length to accommodate all users
- Maternity band for comfort

Reflective tape can be added upon request
LADIES WATT BUNNY JACKET

- 240g Polycotton Outer
- Fleece lining
- Chest pockets with zip closure
- Cell phone pocket
- Pocket on sleeve
- Ribbed cuffs & hem
- Zip-off sleeves
- made to order and a min order qty will apply

Bunny jacket 2 tone navy blue 240gsm polycotton 240gsm polycotton pink.
- Econo wash 50mm silver tape
- The jacket has detachable sleeves and fleece lining
- Level 3 garment
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EN4 PINK REFLECTIVE JACKET

- EN4 jacket poly pink 125gsm² (RWP125P) standard wash TS50 silver tape
- Level 2 garment
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**PANACHE PAN5021 SPORTS BRA**

- Imported
- Underwire sports bra, soft moulded
- Padded adjustable straps,
- Can be worn as racerback.
- Black or Grey
- Please confirm size range

**ANITA A5519 SPORTS BRA**

- Imported
- Maximum support – momentum sports bra
- Underwire, non-moulded cup
- Seam free, adjustable strap
- Black or white
- Please confirm size range

**ANITA A5527 SPORTS BRA**

- Imported
- Maximum extreme control spots bra
- Non wire, non-moulded
- Seamed cup
- Padded adjustable straps
- Black & white
- Please confirm size range

**STORM IN A-G CUP CJ1040 SPORTS BRA**

- Non wire, non moulded
- Full cup, seamed cup
- Padded adjustable strap that can be crossed over at back
- White or Black
- Please confirm size range

**STORM IN A-G CUP CI5200 SPORTS BRA**

- Non-wire, non-moulded,
- Padded adjustable straps,
- All over cotton, Medium support
- Black or Grey
- Please confirm size range
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ANITA A5529 SPORTS BRA
- Imported
- Maximum support – momentum sports bra
- Non wire, non-moulded cup
- Seam free, adjustable strap
- Beige or black
- Please confirm size range

ANITA A5537 SPORTS BRA
- Imported
- Maximum dynamixstar racer back sports bra
- Non wire, non moulded
- Seam free, racer back
- Black or grey
- Please confirm size range

ANITA A5533 SPORTS BRA
- Imported
- Maximum support air control sports bra
- Non wire, non-moulded
- Seam free
- Breathable mesh fabric on the outer cup
- Additional side support
- Padded adjustable strap
- Black with pink
- Please confirm size range

FREYA AA4004 EPIC SPORTS BRA
- Full coverage for high performance
- Foam cups for smooth shaping
- Shapes and supports by encapsulating the bust
- Wide curvature wires for a supportive fit
- Mesh panels for cool comfort
- Adjustable straps with J-hook fastening for a racer back option
- Soft hook and eye
- Grey & Blue OR Black & Purple
- Please confirm size range

FREYA AA4892 SONIC SPORTS BRA
- Designed for low intensity sports
- Breathable spacer moulded cups
- Wide curvature wires for a supportive fit
- Mesh panels for cool comfort
- Firm banding for anchorage
- Adjustable straps with J-hook fastening for a racer back option
- Soft hook and eyes
- Black or Beige or Grey & Blue
- Please confirm size range
**UVEX PHEOS 9192**

- Modern, fashionable safety spectacle design
- Duo-spherical lens with Uvex supravision lens coating technology
- Rimless spectacles with wide field of vision
- Permanent anti-fog on the inside
- Extremely scratch-resistant on the outside
- Completely metal-free

---

**3M SECUREFIT**

The 3M™ securefit™ safety spectacle is comprised of a rimless lens and fixed-length temple arm. An integrated side-shield is included for added protection. Temples also feature 3m pressure diffusion temple technology which helps diffuse pressure over the ear to enhance frame comfort across a diverse workforce. This innovative design promotes improved comfort and security of fit.

- Optical class 1 lens suitable for prolonged use
- Design provides excellent coverage and good field of vision
- Offers excellent protection against ultraviolet (UV) radiation
- Lightweight design (18g)
- 3M pressure diffusion temple technology for secure and comfortable fit

---

**UVEX U-SONIC GOGGLE 9308245**

- Small, compact low weight goggle
- Compatible with other PPE
- Ergonomic design with soft flexible components – adapts to any facial shape
- High mechanical strength (b: 120m/s)
- Low pressure, wide fully adjustable head strap for excellent wearer comfort
- Indirect ventilation system helps maintain a comfortable climate around the eyes

---
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UVEX COM4-FIT CORDED EARPLUG

With its more compact ergonomic design, the Uvex com4-fit is comfortable for wearers with narrower auditory canals. The Uvex com4-fit has a sealed surface, preventing foreign bodies from penetrating the plug. The soft foam offers real comfort, even when worn for extended periods.

SNR: 33 DB(A) H: 33 DB(A) M: 30 DB(A) L: 29 DB(A)

Benefits overview
• Ergonomic shape adapts to the natural shape of the ear canal
• Combines optimal comfort with the highest level of protection
• X-grip technology reduces expansion pressure and therefore increases wearer comfort, even when worn for extended periods
• Easy insertion and removal
• For small to medium ear canals
• High visibility colour for easy visual recognition

UVEX COM4-FIT UNCORED EARPLUG

With its more compact ergonomic design, the Uvex com4-fit is comfortable for wearers with narrower auditory canals. The Uvex com4-fit has a sealed surface, preventing foreign bodies from penetrating the plug. The soft foam offers real comfort, even when worn for extended periods.

SNR: 33 DB(A) H: 33 DB(A) M: 30 DB(A) L: 29 DB(A)

Benefits overview
• Ergonomic shape adapts to the natural shape of the ear canal
• Combines optimal comfort with the highest level of protection
• X-grip technology reduces expansion pressure and therefore increases wearer comfort, even when worn for extended periods
• Easy insertion and removal
• For small to medium ear canals
• High visibility colour for easy visual recognition

BILSOM 303S FOAM CORDED EAR PLUG - SMALL

A skilled blend of yellow and white polyurethane foam that feels softer in both your hand and in your ear, but does not feel too tight in your ear canal. It is easier to roll-down, and once inserted properly, resists the tendency to back out of the ear canal - ensuring a tight seal for optimal protection. Its smooth, soil-resistant skin prevents the build-up of dirt on the earplug, promoting proper hygiene.

Features
• Patented polyurethane foam expands gently in the ear canal, reduces tendency to back out of the ear canal
• Smooth, soil-resistant skin prevents dirt build-up, promote proper hygiene
• Tapered bullet-shape design easier to roll-down and insert, adapts more evenly to shape of the ear canal
• Snr 33 ideal for medium/high noise environments

BILSOM 303S FOAM UNCORED EAR PLUG - SMALL

A skilled blend of yellow and white polyurethane foam that feels softer in both your hand and in your ear, but does not feel too tight in your ear canal. It is easier to roll-down, and once inserted properly, resists the tendency to back out of the ear canal - ensuring a tight seal for optimal protection. Its smooth, soil-resistant skin prevents the build-up of dirt on the earplug, promoting proper hygiene.

Features
• Patented polyurethane foam expands gently in the ear canal, reduces tendency to back out of the ear canal
• Smooth, soil-resistant skin prevents dirt build-up, promote proper hygiene
• Tapered bullet-shape design easier to roll-down and insert, adapts more evenly to shape of the ear canal
• Snr 33 ideal for medium/high noise environments
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The Uvex phynomic foam is an ultra-light all-round safety glove. The aqua-polymer foam coating is extremely flexible, provides good grip and leaves no trace on sensitive surfaces.

**Features:**
- Flexible
- Outstanding dexterity
- Full nitrile butadene rubber (NBR) foam coating
- Good grip in wet, oily and greasy conditions
- High abrasion resistance
- Good mechanical strength
- Complies with EN 388 (4121)
- Size: 6-11

**Applications:**
- Ideal for use in wet, oily or greasy tasks where grip is needed and areas and tasks that require high abrasion resistance with good grip
- Suitable for use in engineering, maintenance and other heavy industries

**Characteristics**
- Excellent dexterity
- Excellent dry grip
- Extremely breathable
- Size 6 - 11
UVEX UNILITE 60573

Ideal for maintenance in mining, engineering and other heavy industries, Uvex unilite 6605 NBR foam coating provides excellent grip, while keeping the hands cool and dry thanks to enhanced breathability. The high degree of flexibility provided helps to reduce hand fatigue.

Benefits overview
• Sizes: 6-10
• Flexible seamless glove material
• Outstanding dexterity
• Good grip for wet, oily and greasy conditions
• High abrasion resistance
• Good mechanical strength
• En 388 (4122)

UVEX UNIDUR 60938

The HPPE and glass fibres of the Uvex unidur 6659 foam ensure very high cut protection. These mottled grey safety gloves are particularly dirt-resistant and the NBR foam coating protects against moisture.

Characteristics
• Excellent dexterity
• High abrasion resistance
• High flexibility
• High resistance time
• Excellent cut protection
• Sizes: 7-11

UVEX RUBIFLEX 60557

The new, lightweight chemical-resistant safety glove with innovative Uvex xtra grip technology combines protection and grip with exceptional comfort and flexibility. Supported chemical protection safety gloves offer outstanding wearer comfort through comfortable top-quality cotton interlock lining, which regulates temperature inside the gloves.

Characteristics
• Exceptional dry and wet grip
• Multilayer design for excellent resistance time
• Ergonomic fit
• Extremely high flexibility
• Excellent resistance to many chemicals
• Ultra lightweight design
• Cotton lining for superior water vapour absorption
• Sizes: 7-11

UVEX PROFASTRONG 60122

This sensitive chemical protection safety glove is suitable for a wide range of applications and has been particularly proven when working with acids and alkalis.

Characteristics
• Anatomic shape
• Good dexterity
• Good grip for wet surfaces
• Outstanding abrasion resistance
• Sizes: 6-10

UVEX IMPACT 1 60598

The perfect glove for the oil and gas industry: Uvex impact 1. Designed for rugged use, with velcro cuff, extra-padded palm. Back of the hand tip-protectors protect bones and knuckle joints; same applies to the reinforcements on the knuckle joints. High cut resistance and excellent grip properties make the Uvex impact 1 the perfect glove for the toughest environments.

Characteristics
• Flexible and secure grip
• Exceptional abrasion and cut resistance
• Knuckle protection
• Excellent fit
• Sizes: 7-10

UVEX PROFAPRENN 60119

High-quality unsupported chloroprene safety glove for use in protecting against a broad spectrum of different chemicals. The silicone-free safety glove provides excellent properties against chemical and mechanical risks.

Characteristics
• Good combination of flexibility and strength
• Resistant to many chemicals and solvents
• Sizes: 7-10
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**DROMEX NITROLITE GLOVE**

**Description:**
Dromex nitrolite grey nitrile coating on white shell.

**Item code:**
Nitrolite

**Sizes:**
7 to 11

---

**DROMEX GREEN NITRILE GLOVE**

Dromex green nitrile EN approved category III - industrial chemical gloves EN388 & 372

Available from size 7 – 11

---

**DROMEX SUPERLITE GLOVE**

**Description:**
Superlite black micro foam coated on a blue shell.

**Item code:**
Superlite

**Sizes:**
8 -11

---

**DROMEX NITRIFLEX GLOVE**

**Description:**
Nitriflex black sanitized fully nitrile coated on a grey shell.

**Item code:**
Nitriflex

**Sizes:**
7-11

---

**GOATSKIN VIP LEATHER**

Dromex keystone VIP driver & TIG welders glove. A fully grained shirred goatskin leather glove with red trimming.

Available from sizes 7-12

---

**TAEKI5 59YSP HEAT & CUT RESISTANT GLOVE**

**Description:**
Taeki5™ seamless heat resistant & cut resistant, super blue latex coated palm grip glove.

**Item code:**
59ysp

**Sizes:**
8 - 11
### DROMEX MIIZU GLOVE MIIZU300HI

**Description:**
Hi-Viz gloves: seamless green Hi-Viz gloves - black latex micro palm coated.

**Item code:**
Miizu300hi

**Sizes:**
9-10

### GRIPPER CRINKLE RUBBER PALM GLOVE

The gripper is a seamless poly cotton yellow shell that is palm dipped in a blue textured crinkled rubber.

**Sizes:**
9-10

### DROMEX GOATSkin VIP LEATHER CUFF GLOVE – GGOAT-15CMC

**Description:**
Dromex keystone VIP driver & TIG welders glove. A fully grained shirred goatskin leather glove with 15cm leather chrome cuff.

**Item code:**
GGOAT/15CMC

**Sizes:**
8 to 10

### DROMEX BLACK MAX GLOVE

**Description:**
Black max seamless black inspectors gloves - PU palm coated.

**Item code:**
Pu2001b

**Sizes:**
7-10

### DROMEX HOUSEHOLD GLOVE – 1000/Y

**Description:**
Yellow economy household gloves.

**Item code:**
1000y

**Sizes:**
Medium & large

### TAEKI5 HIGH HEAT & CUT RESISTANT GLOVE – 55H2

**Description:**
Taeki5™ seamless heat resistant & cut resistant gloves solar.

**Sizes:**
8-10
**TAEKI5 MILITARY CAMO GLOVE – 52J**

Taeki5™ military camo seamless heat resistant & cut gloves with PU palm coated.

Sizes. 8-11

---

**TAEKI5 HEAT & CUT RESISTANT DOTTED GLOVE – 56M-Y-2D**

Taeki5™ super grip PVC double dotted coated glove.

Sizes. 7-10

---

**TAEKI5 HI VIZ NITRILE COATED GLOVE – 58SC**

Taeki5™ hi viz seamless heat resistant & cut resistant glove with nitrile coating and safety cuff.

Sizes. 9-10

---

**TAEKI5 HCT IMPACT GLOVE – 52LSTPV**

Taeki5™ high impact, abrasion, cut & tear, puncture, heat resistant & cold resistance. High grip power with enhanced dexterity and flexibility capabilities. A seamless construction with a velcro closure for enhanced fit.

Sizes. 8 to 10

---

**TAEKI5 HCT CHEMICAL GLOVE – 57H201PLUS**

Taeki5™ seamless heat resistant & cut & chemical resistant gloves with HCT.

Sizes. 8-10

---

**TAEKI5 HEAT & CUT RESISTANT FOOD GLOVE – 55LF**

Taeki5™ high performance heat & cut resistant food series.

Sizes. 7 to 11

---
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MIIZU HI VIZ THERMAL GLOVE – MIIZULFM4001W

Dromex specialised hand protection Mizu range are double seamless Hi-Viz green gloves, with black latex micro palm coating.

Sizes. 8 to 10

DROMEX MACH-5 GLOVE

Mach-5 microfiber fabric with anti slip palm, spandex TPR pad on back with a reinforced anti-slip thumb patch.

Sizes. 9 & 10

DYTEK SEAMLESS CUT RESISTANT GLOVE – DYTEC3

Dytec™ seamless cut level 3 resistant gloves - black PU palm coated.

Sizes. 8 to 11

DROMEX MACH-777 GLOVE

Black nitrigrpalm with vibro-impact reinforced palm, grey back with black/lime impact knuckle guard with 7cm reflective gauntlet cuff.

Sizes. 7-11

DROMEX MACH-4 GLOVE

Mach-4 microfiber fabric with anti slip palm, spandex TPR pad on back with a reinforced anti-slip thumb patch.

Sizes. 8-12

DROMEX GREEN PARROT GLOVE – G5

Dromex keystone VIP driver glove. A fully grained shirred cow leather glove with red trimming.

Sizes. Small to x-large
INSPECTOR SEAMLESS WHITE GLOVE – PU2001

Inspectors seamless white inspectors gloves - PU palm coated.

Sizes:
7 to 11

DROMEX MACH-6 GLOVE

Dromex Mach 6 black meta neoprene liquid proof palm, orange/reflective back with black/orange impact knuckle guard and velcro closing.

Sizes:
8 to 11

FLEXI TOUGH NITRILE GLOVE – DH0911A

Premium yellow actifresh, flexi tough, nitrile palm coated knitted wrist glove.

Sizes:
8-12

DROMEX CHAIN MAIL GLOVE – RTCMG

Description:
Dromex chain mail 5 finger ambidextrous glove Sold per piece

Item code:
Rtcmg-01

Sizes:
xs - xl

DROMEX INSPECTORS NYLON GLOVE – GNYLON

Description:
Inspector seamless white nylon 13gg inspectors gloves.

Item code:
GNYLON-W

Sizes:
8-10

DROMEX PIGSKIN VIP GLOVE - GTIG

Dromex keystone VIP driver & TIG welders glove. A fully grained shirred pigskin leather glove with red trimming..

Sizes:
8-12
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HAND PROTECTION

TAEKI5 SEAMLESS HEAT & CUT RESISTANT GLOVE – 55M-Y

Taeki5™ seamless heat resistant & cut resistant gloves.
Sizes.
7-10

DROMEX NITRIFLEX GLOVE – NITRIFLEX-PC

Description:
Nitriflex black sanitized palm nitrile coated on a grey shell.

Item code:
Nitriflex-PC

Sizes:
8-11

MAXIFLEX ENDURANCE 42-844 GLOVE

Maxiflex endurance 34-844 palm coated knitwrist glove

General description:
Patented micro foam coating with micro dots on a seamless knitted liner.

Compliances:

Sizes:
8 - 11

MAXIFLEX ULTIMATE 42-876 GLOVE

General description:
Patented micro foam coating on a seamless knitted liner

Compliances:

Sizes:
6 - 11

MAXIFLEX ACTIVE 34-814 GLOVE

General description:
Patented micro foam coating on a seamless knitted liner

Compliances:

Sizes:
6 - 9

MAXIFLEX ULTIMATE 42-874 AD-APT GLOVE

General description:
Patented micro foam coating on a seamless knitted liner

Compliances:

Sizes:
8 - 11
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**MAXIFLEX CUT 34-8743 GLOVE**

**General description:**
Patented micro foam coating on a seamless knitted liner. Cut level 3

**Compliances:**

**Sizes:**
8 - 11

**MAXIFLEX ELITE 34-274 GLOVE**

**General description:**
Patented micro foam coating on a seamless knitted liner.

**Compliances:**

**Sizes:**
8 - 11

**MAXIFLEX ENDURANCE 34-847 GLOVE**

**General description:**
Patented micro foam coating with micro dots on a seamless knitted liner.

**Compliances:**

**Sizes:**
6 - 11
**SPIDERWEBB GECHO BETA LADIES HARNESS**

- Parachute type full body harness
- Super comfort
- Light weight
- Unisex friendly & available in pink
- Adjustable on the leg straps
- Adjustable shoulder straps
- Padded dorsal d’ring in a frame preventing tangling
- 44mm webbing – UV treated
- 44mm black webbing chest strap
- Regular & oversize available
- D-rings on waist for leg straps
- Manufactured to SANS 5061

**LADIES FULL BODY HARNESS WITH DOUBLE LANYARD**

- Ladies full body harness with double lanyard
- Parachute type full body harness
- Super comfort
- Light weight
- Adjustable on the leg straps
- Adjustable shoulder straps
- Padded dorsal d’ring

**LADIES PADDED CAP LAMP BELT**

**Standard Harness: Double Leg Lanyard with Scaffolding Hooks HARN01221**

**Webbing**
- 45mm UV-resistant polyester webbing with a min. breaking load of 2.6 tonnes.

**Chest Strap**
- 45mm UV-resistant elastic webbing.

**Buckles**
- Interlocking, corrosion-resistant steel buckles.

**Hooks**
- Corrosion-resistant, Scaffolding Hooks with a 50mm gate opening.

**Adjustments**
- Leg and Elasticated Chest Straps.

SANS 50354 / 50355 / 50361 / 50362
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**Standard Harness: Double Leg Lanyard with Snap Hooks HARN01211**

- **Webbing**: 45mm UV-resistant polyester webbing with a min. breaking load of 2.6 tonnes.
- **Chest Strap**: 45mm UV-resistant elastic webbing.
- **Buckles**: Interlocking, corrosion-resistant steel buckles.
- **Hooks**: Corrosion-resistant, Snap Hooks with a 20mm gate opening.
- **Adjustments**: Leg and elasticated chest straps.

SANS 50354 / 50355 / 50361 / 50362

**Standard Harness: Single Leg Lanyard with Snap Hook HARN01111**

- **Webbing**: 45mm UV-resistant polyester webbing with a min. breaking load of 2.6 tonnes.
- **Chest Strap**: 45mm UV-resistant elastic webbing.
- **Buckles**: Interlocking, corrosion-resistant steel buckles.
- **Hooks**: Corrosion-resistant, Scaffolding Hook with a 50mm gate opening.
- **Adjustments**: Leg and elasticated chest straps.

SANS 50354 / 50355 / 50361 / 50362

**Belted Harness: Double Leg Lanyard with Scaffolding Hooks HARN02211**

- **Webbing**: 45mm UV-resistant polyester webbing with a min. breaking load of 2.6 tonnes.
- **Chest Strap**: 45mm UV-resistant elastic webbing.
- **Buckles**: Interlocking, corrosion-resistant steel buckles.
- **Hooks**: Corrosion-resistant, Scaffolding Hooks with a 50mm gate opening.
- **Adjustments**: Shoulder, Leg, Waist and Elasticated Chest Straps

SANS 50354 / 50355 / 50361 / 50362

**Belted Harness: Double Leg Lanyard with Snap Hooks HARN02221**

- **Webbing**: 45mm UV-resistant polyester webbing with a min. breaking load of 2.6 tonnes.
- **Chest Strap**: 45mm UV-resistant elastic webbing.
- **Buckles**: Interlocking, corrosion-resistant steel buckles.
- **Hooks**: Corrosion-resistant, Snap Hooks with a 20mm gate opening.
- **Adjustments**: Shoulder, Leg, Waist and Elasticated Chest Straps

SANS 50354 / 50355 / 50361 / 50362
LADIES SANITARY POUCHES

- Content can be packed as per requirements

LADIES PADDED CAP LAMP BELT
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**SHEWEE MEDICAL**

- Shewee
- Zip-lock bag
- Colours: clear, opaque

**SHEWEE EXTREME**

- Shewee
- Plastic case
- Extension pipe
- Colours: black, freedom purple, bright blue, powder pink, pure white, pace nato, aqua, desert sand, lilac, pumpkin orange

**SHEWEE STANDARD**

- Shewee
- Zip-lock bag
- (in cardboard box)
- Colours: black, freedom purple, bright blue, powder pink, pure white, pace nato, aqua, desert sand, lilac, pumpkin orange

**PEEBOL**

- A small pouch that is convenient to pee into.
- It contains a silica gel similar to that found in a nappy, which then absorbs the urine and there is no smell.
NIKKI HARD HAT WITH RATCHET

Lightweight abs plastic offers excellent rigidity and protection, air vents that can be closed and opened with just a turn of the hand, ultra-violet inhibitor protects and extends life of helmet, advanced permasweat breathable sweatband, one handed rachet adjustable shock-absorbing suspension quick-fit, high dielectric strength/electrical insulation, 4 point lightweight lining with soft absorbent crown and sweatband, fully adjustable to head sizes 50-64cm
High visibility rear insert for added safety

NIKKI 2 HARD HAT

High dielectric strength/electrical insulation, lightweight abs plastic offers excellent rigidity and protection, air vents, ultra-violet inhibitor protects and extends life of helmet, anti-glare peak, advanced permasweat breathable sweatband, chin strap attachment point, contouring rain channel, 4 point lightweight lining

REFLECTIVE HARD HAT BRIM WITH NECK FLAP

Reflective hard hat brimmed sun protector (brimmed hat that attaches to a hard hat with neck protector)

ELASTICATED NECK PROTECTOR

Reflective sun elasticated neck protector for hard hat

V-GARD HARD HAT WITH FASTRAC LINER

V-gard protective caps and hats consist of a polyethylene shell and a fastrac ratchet suspension system working together as a protection system. V-gard headwear features advanced styling and is a standard size (6 1/2" – 8”). V-gard caps and hats meet or exceed the applicable requirements for a type i helmet (top impact) as outlined in ANSI Z89.1 1997, class e and g.

LADIES HAIR BUFF

Ladies hair buff
Assorted colours
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| SISI SELENA 55001 SHOE | SISI    | - Dual density PU sole  
- Heat resistant up to 95°C Celsius  
- Four pair eyelet lace-up  
- Leather upper  
- Padded collar for extra comfort  
- Standard with a woollen top sock for added comfort  
- Kevlar midsole option available  
- Sans 20345  
- Antistatic  
- 03 – 08  
- Black  
- STC |
| SISI ANGELINA 55003 SHOE | SISI    | - Dual density PU sole  
- Heat resistant up to 95°C Celsius  
- Five pair eyelet lace-up  
- Leather and synthetic upper  
- Padded collar and tongue for extra comfort  
- Standard with a woollen top sock for added comfort  
- Kevlar midsole option available  
- Sabs test results pending at time of print  
- Sans 20345  
- Antistatic  
- 03 – 08  
- Black  
- STC |
| SISI JENNIFER 55005 SHOE | SISI    | - Dual density PU sole  
- Heat resistant up to 95°C Celsius  
- Five pair eyelet lace-up  
- Leather upper  
- Padded collar and tongue for extra comfort  
- Standard with a woollen top sock for added comfort  
- Kevlar midsole option available  
- Sans 20345  
- Antistatic  
- 03 – 08  
- Black  
- STC |
| SISI REESE 55006 BOOT | SISI    | - Dual density PU sole  
- Heat resistant up to 95°C Celsius  
- Seven pair eyelet lace-up  
- Leather upper  
- Padded collar and tongue for extra comfort  
- Standard with a woollen top sock for added comfort  
- Kevlar midsole option available  
- Sans 20345  
- Antistatic  
- 03 – 08  
- Black  
- STC |
| SISI CORAL 53002 SHOE | SISI    | - Single density PU sole  
- Heat resistant up to 95°C Celsius  
- Four pair eyelet lace-up  
- Full grain leather upper with either black or pink suede overlay  
- Padded quarter for additional comfort  
- Standard with a woollen top sock for added comfort  
- Sans 20345  
- Antistatic  
- 02 – 09  
- Black, black/grey  
- STC |
| SISI COURT 53001 SHOE | SISI    | - Single density PU sole  
- Heat resistant up to 95°C Celsius  
- Slip on for ease of use  
- Full grain leather upper  
- Padded quarter for additional comfort  
- Standard with a woollen top sock for added comfort  
- Sans 20345  
- Antistatic  
- 02 – 09  
- BLACK  
- STC |
### SISI VENICE 51002 SHOE

**Specifications**
- Single density PU sole
- Heat resistant up to 95° Celsius
- Full grain leather upper
- Padded collar and tongue for extra comfort
- Standard with a woollen top sock for added comfort
- Kevlar midsole option available
- Sans 20345
- Antistatic
- Black
- STC

### SISI PARIS 51003 SHOE

**Specifications**
- Single density PU sole
- Heat resistant up to 95° Celsius
- Full grain leather upper
- Padded collar and tongue for extra comfort
- Standard with a woollen top sock for added comfort
- Kevlar midsole option available
- Sans 20345
- Antistatic
- Black
- STC

### SISI NICOLE 54001 SHOE

**Specifications**
- Dual density PU sole
- Heat resistant up to 95° Celsius
- Four pair eyelet lace-up
- Full grain leather upper
- Padded around the collar for extra comfort
- Kevlar midsole option available
- These shoes are based on a male mould to accommodate women with wider feet
- Sans 20345
- Antistatic
- 02 – 08
- Black
- STC

### SISI MADONNA 51004 SHOE

**Specifications**
- Single density PU sole
- Heat resistant up to 95° Celsius
- Standard with a woollen top sock for added comfort
- Kevlar midsole option available
- Sans 20345
- Antistatic
- 02 – 08
- Black
- STC

### SISI YVONNE 550013 BOOT

**Specifications**
- PU/PU sole
- EN/ISO 20345
- 03 – 08
- Black
- STC

### SISI BASI 54092 BOOT

**Specifications**
- Dual Density Polyurethane Sole
- Heat resistant up to 95° Celsius
- Four pair eyelet lace-up
- Leather upper
- 3 pairs of metal eyelets and 1 pair of metal hooks
- Polypropylene Metaguard protection attached with self clinching rivets and lace guide at top to secure metaguard.
- This boot has a SRA slip-resistance rating
- ISO 9001
- 02 – 09
- Black
- STC
SISI CATE 54002 BOOT

Specifications
• Dual density PU sole
• Heat resistant up to 95° Celsius
• Three pair metal d-ring lace-up with one pair metal hooks
• Full grain leather upper
• Padded tongue and collar for extra comfort
• Standard with a woollen top sock for added comfort
• Kevlar midsole option available
• These shoes are based on a male mould to accommodate women with wider feet
• Sans 20345
• Antistatic
• 02 – 09
• Black
• STC

SISI SYDNEY 51005 BOOT

Specifications
• Single density PU sole
• Heat resistant up to 95° Celsius
• Standard with a woollen top sock for added comfort
• Full grain leather upper
• Engineered with pull strap for ease of pulling the shoe on
• Elastic side gussets for additional comfort
• Sans 20345
• Antistatic
• 03 – 08
• Black, brown

SISI OPAL 53003 BOOT

Specifications
• Single density PU sole
• Heat resistant up to 95° Celsius
• Seven pair gunmetal brass d-ring lace-up
• Full grain leather upper
• Padded tongue for extra comfort
• Standard with a woollen top sock for added comfort
• Sans 20345
• Antistatic
• 02 – 09
• Black, brown
• STC

SISI SYDNEY 51005 BOOT

Specifications
• Single density PU sole
• Heat resistant up to 95° Celsius
• Standard with a woollen top sock for added comfort
• Full grain leather upper
• Engineered with pull strap for ease of pulling the shoe on
• Elastic side gussets for additional comfort
• Sans 20345
• Antistatic
• 03 – 08
• Black, brown

DOT LADIES NEON SHOE

Ladies stylish safety shoe with superior comfort design
• Genuine split buffalo leather upper
• Super comfort removable anti-static anti-fungal inner sole
• Lightweight and flexible dual density PU sole
• Steel toe cap with impact protection of 200 joules
• Shock absorbent heel
• Heat resistant to 90° Celsius
• Wider cut for added comfort
• Feminine design
• Available in sizes 2-8

ELLA DAISY BOOT

Daisy
Size: 2-8 black with pink CE EN ISO 20345
A slip on style safety boot for convenient wear. The daisy offers secure and stylish comfort.
• Genuine smooth split buffalo leather
• Dual density PU sole
• Extra padded collar for comfort
• Steel toe cap

ELLA JASMINE BOOT

Jasmine
Size: 2-9 Black with Pink CE EN ISO 20345
Absolute comfort and safety. The Jasmine offers extra collar padding for support, along with full ankle height lacing for security. You'll never want to step on site without them.
• Genuine Nubuck Split Buffalo Leather
• Ankle High
• Extra Padded collar for comfort
• Dual Density PU sole
• Steel toe cap
**REBEL SHEBA RE682 IMAN SHOE**
- Micro-fibre upper with reinforced backguard
- Dual density polyurethane sole
- Round metal eyelets
- Black & pink tailbrelle mesh and micro-fibre lining
- 200j steel toe cap
- Eva foam with mesh top lining footbed
- Product code: RE682
- Colour: black
- Sizes: 2-8

**REBEL SHEBA RE941 LIGHT INDUSTRIAL SHOE**
- Upper consists of grey Oxford mesh; TPU trim and a grey nubuck back guard
- Eva inner sole and rubber outsole
- Fabric loops with one round metal eyelet
- Black & pink tailbrelle mesh lining
- 200j steel toe cap
- Ultra-thick PU foam footbed with mesh top lining
- Product code: RE941
- Colour: black
- Sizes: 2-8

**REBEL SHEBA RE683 KITO SHOE**
- Micro-fibre upper with 3collar, easy-elasticated slip on design
- Dual density polyurethane sole
- Black & pink tailbrelle mesh and micro-fibre lining
- 200j steel toe cap
- Eva foam with mesh top lining footbed
- Product code: RE683
- Colour: black
- Sizes: 2-8

**REBEL SHEBA RE974 ZARI SHOE**
- Micro-fibre upper, PU collar with velcro strap overlay
- Dual density polyurethane sole
- Black & pink tailbrelle mesh and micro-fibre lining
- 200j steel toe cap
- Eva foam with mesh top lining footbed
- Product code: RE974
- Colour: black
- Sizes: 2-8

**REBEL SHEBA RE129 NALA BOOT**
- Micro-fibre upper, with reinforced backguard
- Dual density polyurethane sole
- Black metal eyelets with one set of fabric loops
- 200j steel toe cap
- Eva foam with mesh top lining footbed
- Product code: RE129
- Colour: black
- Sizes: 2-8

**ELLA LILY SHOE**
Lily
Size: 2-8 Black with pink CE EN ISO 20345
While providing an extra soft breathable inner lining and low cut comfort, the Lily offers a light weight experience for many more comfortable hours on the feet.
- Genuine Nubuck Split Buffalo Leather
- Ankle High
- Extra Padded collar for comfort
- Dual Density PU sole
- Steel toe cap
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REBEL SHEBA RE940 THULI BOOT

Specifications
• Micro-fibre upper, reinforced backguard, high durability elastic, easy “pull on” tabs
• Dual density polyurethane sole
• Black & pink tailbrelle mesh and micro-fibre lining
• 200j steel toe cap
• Eva foam with mesh top lining footbed
• Product code: re940
• Colour: black
• Sizes: 2-8

PROFIT SCARLET BOOT

> 6 sets of D-rings for lacing
> Lightweight, anti-static, slip and abrasion-resistant sole
> Oil, acid, petrol & diesel resistant sole
> Care should always be taken on a wet or oily surface

> Sizes: 2-9

PROFIT CHARLOTTE SHOE

> 4 sets of D-rings for lacing
> Lightweight, anti-static, slip and abrasion-resistant sole
> Oil, acid, petrol & diesel resistant sole
> Care should always be taken on a wet or oily surface

>Sizes: 2-9

PROFIT BLACK WIDOW BOOT

> 4 sets of non-metal D-rings and 2 sets of speed hooks for lacing
> Non-conductive, non-marking, slip and abrasion-resistant sole
> 300-degree heat resistant outer sole
> Oil, acid, petrol & diesel resistant sole
> Care should always be taken on a wet or oily surface

>Sizes: 2-9

PROFIT REDBACK SHOE

> 3 sets of non-metal D-rings and 1 set of speed hooks for lacing
> Non-conductive, non-marking, slip, and abrasion-resistant sole
> 300-degree heat-resistant outer sole
> Oil, acid, petrol & diesel resistant sole
> Care should always be taken on a wet or oily surface

>Sizes: 2-9

PROFIT GOLDEN ORB BOOT

> Standard ISO 20347:2014 (O2 – Occupational Footwear)
> Easy to use slip-on with gusset elastic sides and pull-on tabs
> Super lightweight, SRC super slip-resistant, non-conductive and abrasion-resistant sole
> Heat resistant to 90 degrees centigrade
> Oil, acid, petrol and diesel-resistant sole
> Care should always be taken on wet or oily surfaces

>Sizes: 2-9
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PROFIT SILK SHOE

- Standard ISO 20345:2104 tested to ISO 20344:2014
- Easy to use slip-on with gusset elastic sides
- SRC super slip-resistant, non-conductive, and abrasion resistant sole
- Heat resistant to 90 degrees centigrade
- Oil, acid, petrol and diesel-resistant sole
- Care should always be taken on wet or oily surfaces

Sizes: 2-9

PROFIT PORTIA SHOE

- Standard ISO 20347:2104 (02 - Occupational Footwear)
- Easy to use slip-on with gusset elastic sides
- SRC super slip-resistant, non-conductive, and abrasion resistant sole
- Heat resistant to 90 degrees centigrade
- Oil, acid, petrol and diesel-resistant sole
- Care should always be taken on wet or oily surfaces

Sizes: 2-9

PROFIT SUN BOOT

- Easy to use slip-on with gusset elastic sides and pull-on tabs
- Lightweight, SRC super slip-resistant, non-conductive and abrasion-resistant sole
- Heat resistant to 90 degrees centigrade
- Oil, acid, petrol, and diesel-resistant sole

Sizes: 2-9

STIMELA XP GUMBOOT WITH WIDENED CALF

A metal free heavy duty knee length PVC mining gumboot with wide calf insert (for very large calves) with safety toe protection offering a textile anti-penetration midsole and a fully integrated metatarsal protector. 2.75kg average weight, hard wearing, excellent grip and sole support

Sizes: 04 - 13

STIMELA XP METAL FREE GUMBOOT

A metal free heavy duty knee length PVC mining gumboot with safety toe protection offering a textile anti-penetration midsole and a fully integrated metatarsal protector. 2.75kg average weight, hard wearing, excellent grip and sole support

Sizes: 04 - 13
**FOOT PROTECTION**

**GUMBOOT INNERSOLE**
- The Energizer Woolen Insole is made from highly absorbent wool and treated with an Ultra-Fresh DM-25-WP process.
- This has the advantage of fighting fungal and bacterial infections while minimizing conditions such as Athlete's Foot.
- Sizes: UK 5 – 12

**BOOT/ SHOE INNERSOLE**
- All our top socks are removable and can be easily cleaned and dried.
- All our top socks have further been treated with ultra-fresh to enhance the anti-bacterial properties of the material.
- Our top socks feature EVA foam inserts on both the ball and heel area to enhance the comfort to the wearer and increase shock absorption when walking.

**GUMBOOT FUR-LINER**
For added comfort and warmth in cold environments.

**HI-TEC CUSHION FOOT LONG/ SHORT SOCK**
- Constructed with extra cushioning on toe and heel for added comfort.
- The HI-TEC exploration sock provides long lasting comfort with features that include a rib-top which prevents the sock from slipping down and excellent protection.
- Reinforced toe and heel for added durability
- Rib-top ensures that socks stay up and unwanted dirt does not get in
- Relaxed Elastane well insert for minimum leg pressure and maximum comfort
- 85% Cotton; 8% Spandex; 7% Elastane

**SISI ANKLE SOCK**
The socks are treated with a Ruco Bach AGP anti-microbial silver based technology which utilizes nano particles of silver chloride. This same compound is applied to the latest wound dressings.
- 95% of bacteria is killed within two hours
- Comfort to the wearer, as the socks do not lead to irritation of sensitive skin
- Harmless to normal skin flora
- Environmentally-friendly
- “Antistatic” fiber refers to the anti-static silver-coated cotton stripes which are knitted into the socks.

**BIOGUARD CUSHION FOOT GOLF HOSE**
- Bio guard “Foot Fresh” Knee Length Golf Hose Cushion Foot sock

**Benefits:**
The anti-static fiber conducts electricity away from the body, through the sock and into the shoe. The anti-static effect is permanent and does not diminish over time.
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CONTACT DETAILS

Tel: 011 760 2185

info@saharaworkwear.com

www.saharaworkwear.com
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